No room for me
Content Note: Brief, non-detailed mention of child abuse
I was never allowed to be a girl. Many Black folks don't get the
chance to be just kids; we are expected to do grown up things
from early on. I cooked for my family from a very early age. I
had to stand on a chair to reach all the parts of the cooker. I had
to look after my younger relatives and most everyone when they
got sick. I rarely had time to play, and if I did, it would easily
become sexualised. I am a survivor of incest and child abuse. A
doll would become a thing my abusers would play with, to show
me what was coming next for myself. Child sexual abuse robbed
me of my childhood, but even if that had been absent, the way
society generally views Black girls in particular would have
messed it all up.
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I grew up fat and smart(ish). I was very unpopular at school. I
used to be called "Coconut" (brown on the outside, white on the
inside) and "Mansize" on a regular basis. I believed the insults
because I was never told differently. I was, however told that
everything would be better if I were to lose weight. I went on my
first diet when I was eight, which was also the year I got breasts.
I gained an undiagnosed compulsive eating disorder. It took until
I was around twenty five before I stopped dieting for good.
I wanted to be a man for as long as I could remember. Boys and
men in my family were rarely punished, even more rarely
abused. All the girls left home as soon as they could, getting
jobs that meant living in other accommodation was a part of it.
Two of my three sisters were also abusive to me, but when the
last one left, I was in a very vulnerable situation. My mum's
violence to me is something that still makes me scared, even
though I haven't seen her since I ran away in 1993.

As a twenty something adult, I wished I could have my breasts
removed. There was little in the way of resources or images
about genderqueer people or Trans men back then; the info that
can be found on the internet nowadays was just not in existence.
It is hard to separate my gender thoughts from my experiences of

racism and abuse. I remember seeing a photo report on a project
called XXX Trans Bois. All but one of the images was of young
white men. The sole black trans man said he didn't like being
called a boi, as it had very negative connotations of racist slurs.
This point wasn't discussed further, which was disappointing to
me. It felt like once again, I was being written out of the trans
and gender queer experience.

Bracken. A story based on my experiences.
In week one, the teacher gets everyone in the evening class on
photography to introduce themselves. It feels fine until Bracken
says their name and adds, "My pronouns are they and them."
There are furtive glances around the large table. Someone asks,
"What's a pronoun?" Bracken sighs, is suddenly aware that
they're the only Black person in the class, and lets the matter
drop.
In week two, the class covers composition of photographs.
Bracken takes snaps of the man who sits beside them; the man
chats about his wife and their children. The teacher comes over.
"What have you two got so far?"
"Oh, Bracken has taken some lovely pics. Her camera's a bit
old, but she makes the best of it."
"Umm," Bracken says softly. "My pronouns are they and them.
Please don't call me 'she' if you don't mind."
The man shoots Bracken a hard look. "How am I supposed to
remember that?"
Bracken looks to the teacher for support. The teacher looks
away, goes over to another couple of students instead. The man
is still glaring at Bracken. He has remembered all the f-stop
readings for different light settings, he remembers the names of
everyone in the class, even correcting the teacher when she got
it wrong. But Bracken's pronouns are too difficult for him.
Bracken sighs to themselves, is very much aware of the way the
man has curled his hands into two fists. They shuffle away a
little and look at their camera instead.
Week three sees the class go outside for some landscape
pictures. Bracken takes photos of the sunset over a row of
shops, mixing the grey with stripes of purple and gold in the sky.

"Spare some change, miss?" A man holds out his hand.
Bracken deposits a few loose coins, and goes back to
photographing the sky and clouds.
"Hey! Don't call them miss, they don't like that!"
Bracken looks around to see one of the women students striding
up to the beggar. The homeless man looks surprised and darts
away.
"It's okay, I'm fine." Bracken tries to smile at the woman who
now looks confused.
"Well I'm just trying to help. If you don't care about what people
call you, don't bother correcting me next time."
Bracken holds their breath with fear as the woman comes very
close. They back away into the road, narrowly avoiding a car
that's pulling out.
Bracken presents their photographs on week four. There are
shots of a variety of subjects, but Bracken's favourites are that of
shadows cast by people on walls and floors. There is little clue
to what gender the person making the shadow is; they are
ghostly images stretched long against the white and grey of
concrete and cement.
"Well that's no good," a student mutters. "You can't tell who they
are, of if they're a man woman or child."
Bracken takes a breath, but then they speak. "Does it really
matter? Are the genders of shadows important?"
The student looks embarrassed, but after a moment they shrug
their shoulders. "I suppose not," they finally say.
Bracken feels the fear and dread of this class slide away for a
blissful moment. They smile a big smile, feeling free for once.
They sit back down, and think about what to photograph next.

De-gendered clothing fail! (Originally a blog post)
I just read a post about de-gendered clothing & it sparked a lot of
sadness and anger inside me. On one side, there’s people who
think being nonbinary has a ‘look’ and that look is always
androgynous (whyte, thin and masculine-leaning). But on the
other side there are people who say clothes have no gender
(they are inanimate objects, so they don’t.) and we should wear
what we want.
Both these groups fail to recognise that nonbinary people can be
fat, busty, and poor (like me!)
Please tell me how I can wear what I like when I only have
access to 4 High Street shop chains in the UK that go up to my
size. Please reassure me that I can wear that neat de-gendered
item you’re modelling, when it’s only available in the U.S and
cost a gazillion quid.
I’m actually crying right now, because it’s taken me over 50 years
to feel somewhat comfortable with my body, but now, after
reading that post, I suddenly want my G-cup tits gone. I want my
weight gone, and I want a bucket-load of money for airfare so I
can go buy these clothes.
I can’t even get clothesmaking patterns for de-gendered items,
because fat people rarely figure into the designs of most
creators.
I hate feeling like this.
Body dysmorphia from surviving sexual abuse is awful.
People purposefully misgendering Black women and feminine
people, as a racist macro-aggression is awful (I’ve experienced

that from white people as well as Non-Black People of Colour
and Black men too).
Having three Alters who define as male is difficult when I’m trying
to get dressed.
Binding isn’t an option for me (and many other disabled folks).
I just cannot deal with any more clueless privileged nonbinary
people right now.

Resources for Black People and People of Colour who are
Trans, Intersex, Nonbinary, Genderqueer or Gender nonconforming. European based.
Support and information
U.K. Mutual Aid A great place for white people to donate to, as it
supports some of the most vulnerable Black & POCs in the U.K
www.facebook.com/groups/ukmutualaid
Manish Cave: Amsterdam POC Trans masculine support https://
www.manishcave.org
Black Trans Alliance https://www.blacktransalliance.org

Sabah Choudrey https://sabahchoudrey.com A Muslim Trans
activist with a great website full of resources.
Gendered Intelligence: https://tinyurl.com/2p8r5yzm Group for
young Trans and Nonbinary POCs
Opening Doors London has a group for Trans and Nonbinary
people aged 50+ (the group is open to those outside London
too.) The group isn’t solely for Black people and People of
Colour, but it’s one of the few Queer spaces where I have felt
welcome. https://www.openingdoorslondon.org.uk
Black Trans Foundation: https://linktr.ee/blacktransfoundation
Includes a directory for Black and People of Colour Queer Trans
therapists in the U.K
Black Trans Joy: https://linktr.ee/BLACKTRANSAJF Features a
video series about Black Trans and Nonbinary folks living in
Belgium, The Netherlands and Luxembourg:
QTIBIPOC Healing Space Facebook group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/QTPOCsupport
Nonbinary People of Colour Facebook group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/nonbinarypeopleofcolor/

U.K based articles
Black, British, Nonbinary https://tinyurl.com/pmk3t9zy

Ori Haircare: Queer Afro & curly haircare specialist via Open
Barbers https://openbarbers.com/team/ori/

Gender isn’t a haircut. How Nonbinary POCs are erased https://
tinyurl.com/39vwve7r
Activism must include Black Trans people. https://tinyurl.com/
2p9xvmsm

Kindred Kuts: Amsterdam Hair https://kindredkuts.com

Black Transgender Lives Matter! https://tinyurl.com/2562jpt8
The fight against racism and transphobia https://tinyurl.com/
yxy3v94w

Shopping
(All creators are Trans, Nonbinary or Genderqueer Black
people/People of Colour)
Mollusc Dimension Music & more https://tinyurl.com/2p842es8
Travis Ablanza Book None of the above: Reflections of life
beyond the binary https://tinyurl.com/bd2b3d2d
Sabah Choudrey Book Supporting Trans People of Colour
https://tinyurl.com/2p8a2hzk
Wastewomxn Music: https://tinyurl.com/2p84yk7z
Rama Tarot readings, herbal smoke mixes and flower essences:
https://casa-kua.com/rama/

Afro futurist colouring book https://tinyurl.com/mr3wtmun
Black Moody Boi Art https://tinyurl.com/yckwy76e
My zines on Etsy https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/BilliePrime

Uncle Jack
I attended the Drag King workshop at BiCon 2007. I didn't have
much hope about it, as I'd been body shamed for wanting to
explore Drag Kings before ("you can't possibly be a King - your
tits are too big."). When I entered the room, I was surprised at
the variety of clothes that were available. I walked past women
painting moustaches on each other with an eyeliner. A trans
woman spoke about how to lower your voice and spread your
legs when sitting like a man. I took off my regular clothes and
dressed in a white vest, a beautiful blue tie and a fedora. I felt
unlike anything I'd experienced before. I posed with a group of
bois as we swaggered and snarled. It was wonderful. Later that
afternoon, some new Dutch friends took a trip up the Brecon
Mountain railway. I went with them, still dressed as Uncle Jack.
I shared kisses with them in the railway car park. And when we
all went for an Indian meal later, a Welshman waved at me from
his car. I tipped my hat to him and smiled back.

Racism in Trans+ spaces
This is a subject zero LGBT+ white people seem to want to
discuss. Queer people are all supposed to be accepting and
tolerant of everyone, and it’s a message that straight and LGBT+
white people usually parrot back to me whenever I speak up
about it. And if I ever talk about this bigotry around straight Black
people or People of Colour I’ll either get an embarrassed silence,
or I’ll be told “What did you expect?”
Racism in LGBT+ spaces is what led my friends and I to create
Bisexuals of Colour, which ran for 11 years. This same racism is
what allowed London Pride to allow the hate group UKIP to
march in the Pride parade in 2015. Racism is what makes most
practical support for Trans, Nonbinary and Genderqueer totally
unsuitable. For example when we go for gender-affirmative
surgery, and keloids (raised scarring that occurs on many people
with Black or Brown skin) aren’t mentioned, it’s racism. When
our religions and faiths are mocked and assumed to be antiqueer by default, it’s often racism. When I’ve been the only
Black person at every single Nonbinary meet up I’ve attended,
it’s due to racism. White organisers won’t publicise their groups
where Black and Brown folks can see it, and if I raise the issue,
I’m called ‘divisive’ and ‘aggressive’.
Racism is when Black and Brown Trans women and feminine
people are targeted for violence at a higher rate than any other
group in the LGBT+ umbrella. Misogynoir is what happens when
misogyny and racism unite. Sadly misogynoir can also be
perpetuated by both straight and queer people. This doublebarrelled hate is magnified even further if the victims are sexworkers, fat, disabled, undocumented or old.
Racism in Trans spaces is when only the “conventionally
attractive” Black and Brown people are listened to, celebrated

and employed. Conventionally attractive usually means young,
light-skinned, English-speaking, abled and thin.
I want white queers and trans folks to deal with this in their
spaces, because racism is their problem, not ours. I wish white
queers and trans people would not demand free labour in the
form of education from the most vulnerable Black and Brown
folks. I want them to pick up a fucking book and learn! I want
them to donate to Black and Brown Queer mutual aid funds. I
want them to amplify the voices and communications of us.
I want an end to white Drag Queens using black-face and yellowface at LGBT+ events. I want white queers to take some
responsibility for what happens, instead of waiting for a Black or
Brown person to raise why this kind of thing is wrong. I want to
stop being so angry because of how we are treated. I want white
people to finally decide they are going to support us!
Tip Jar: paypal.me/ACrystalGem

A Shortage of Stereotypes
Big fat Mama vs Angry black woman
In a fight to the death.
Only one can win There are no other stereotypes left.
My friend, the big black Mama
Is just a facet of my personae.
We are the same person, it's true
But most folks are too lazy to see through
The cliches for blacks they have made,
And in the media, we are portrayed
As anything except a rounded human being.
Caricatures and lies are what you're seeing.
Black women should be allowed to be as they please;
Big and fat, or skinny as a reed.
We are not here to be your figures of fun.
In this racist world it's hard enough to be a black woman
So I call this death match to be a wreck.
We'll save our energy, and watch Star Trek,
And dream of a future where we have the power.
And real short skirts, just like Uhura.

History of words
(first appeared in Race Revolt, Vol 2)
Content Note: Consenting sex with strangers
Some of my early memories – Ridley Road market in the
summer. I learnt the word 'barrow-boys' and it awakened
something inside. They would be shirtless in the heat, tanned
almost as brown as me. My colour remained the same, all year
round, but theirs would change when the winter came, and the
shirts and jumpers and boots would come on. I would always
remember them in summer.
Women from church populated that market - older, seething with
violent tempers, as soon as their Sunday hats were removed. I
saw fear in their eyes, though not due to anything I could
represent. They haggled over the price of yams in the market,
but that was the only time they spoke to white men. They were
afraid of them, but they would never say why. I learnt the word
'desire' and saw my two opposites - what I was destined to be,
and what I longed to have.
The market has changed so much – it's open all week now,
except for Sundays. The barrow boys are still there, but they talk
constantly on their mobile phones. They make business deals,
between pounds of apples and spuds. I wanted them so much –
wanted to be a man just like them, long before I knew the words
'gender dysphoria' existed. I wanted to be white, to be a man, to
be tall and lean, and I wanted to go bare-chested in the summer,
and not have anyone tell me off for doing it.
I was young, maybe five or six – Irish travellers moved to our
town. Neighbourhood boys threw rocks at their mobile homes a warning to stay away. I learned many new words for the Irish –

all hurtful horrible names, which were thrown just like the bricks.
They were not like us. They spoke with drawn out harsh words,
grew silent when I dawdled near, just to get a better look at the
strangers. I never told anyone that I loved what I saw.
Did the Irish travellers ever see me as I saw them? Did they
know I was a nosey little girl, who would have done anything to
see the inside of their homes? And when I shut the thin tin door
behind me, I would have been so happy I would have cried.
There was an age of silence after that time. Pain and humiliation
were the only things I knew – threats of what would happen if I
told anyone, were the only things I heard. I lost my voice for a
year and a half, and I learned what it was to have no words
inside me.
I saw a flicker of myself back then - a flash of a naked girl,
surrounded by flames, screaming with fury and rage and joy, as
she danced around a fire.
The word 'breasts' came at age eight, the word 'period' at age
twelve. I finally stopped being disgusted at aged thirty-five.
Growing up with hate is never easy – when it's directed at
yourself, it's even worse. When I was a kid, everyone I knew
was Black, and everyone I knew was prejudiced, racist, vocal,
with fists that shook and hit when I didn't fall in. I learnt the word
'coconut' and that it didn't just apply to fruit.
College, studies, a new group of people to feel alienated from –
that is apart from Stephen - my first openly gay man. He was
thin, special and pure eighties too. He taught me the word
'freak' and said it was the latest fashion.

Many years later, I learnt the word 'bisexual' and I rolled it around
my mouth, until it would release without a stutter. I learnt the
word 'biphobia' - that gay people had a connection to my past –
the dismissal and prejudice that they shared, and perpetuated
onto a new generation of outcasts. The loneliness that was all
so familiar, raised its head once more. I longed to be someone
else.

watching me, as this stranger pumps fast and hard into my wet
hot heat. And when I come clenching, my eyes are open in the
dark cavernous room, so I see these spectres of my past smile
at me in the gloom. They wink blue eyes, and hazel and green
and grey. I see them sweep their hands through their blond and
brown hair, and with a unified effort, they all nod at me knowingly,
and then they all disappear.

Feeling at home in my skin is something that I strive for. It's the
bright blazing future that teases my dreams, when my dreams
aren't about blood and pain. I have G cup breasts, big wide
curves, and I don't feel like a woman. I don't feel like I qualify.

The stranger, whose name I never learn, withdraws with a pop,
spins me around, and kisses me deep. He holds me in place,
just in case I had any thought of joining the ghostly men in their
shadow realm.

Transgender was a hard word to learn. Words like 'butch, boi
and drag king' were easier to add to my lexicon. I bend over in a
dark club in Kings Cross, feel a warm silicone length breach and
stretch me open. I feel more - more than I should. The pounding
music creates a pulse that beats against my clit.

"You're one fine lass," he says, and his sweet Irish accent almost
makes me cry.

I never spoke to this stranger who had watched me – I simply
met his eyes, and stepped backwards into a darkened corner of
the dungeon. Sometimes it just happens that way, besides he
was bare-chested, displaying the most intricate tattoo I have ever
seen, carved on his scarred flesh. My mind opens a thin tin
door, and he pushes me up against a rugged concrete wall. The
loud music that was playing, just a little while ago is replaced by
the rushing bass of blood in my ears. He steadies me, tilts my
big fleshy hips just so, and slams inside me once more. Fingers
reach around to my forgotten clit and he pinches, no, not
pinches, he holds and does not let go. My gasping breath is thin
and white - pure eighties.

I dip into my lexicon over time, take feelings and fantasies from
my history, and now I weave stories on strangeness and
belonging. I create misfit characters who are strong and
beautiful, and I use words to arouse, not condemn.
I’ve learnt that words are never just spoken – the ones that stay
with you are felt too. Some words can’t be contained in a
lexicon, they are too wild and crazy and special, to be
represented by scratches on a piece of paper. As a writer, I am
driven to create new words and stories, for those who know what
it is to dance around a fire, to take their clothes off and shake
what they’ve got, to yell and scream at the sky, and spin in
celebration, at the rhythm of our own blood that drives us faster
around the flames.
I’m shuffling out of my skirt, even as I write!

I see all the men I desired; from the time I was six years old until
just three minutes ago. I can feel them all here around me,

Tattoo reads,
“Neither male or female, but one in Christ Jesus.”
From the Bible, New Testament. Book of Galatians 3:28

